How to make: Cover the bulletin board with brown paper. Make five buildings like those shown and staple them to the board. Label each building with one of the following names: Little Italian, French Gourmet, Greek Islands, Spanish Spice, and Latin Lunchroom. Make an envelope from a manila folder and staple it in the bottom right corner of the board. As each unit is studied, have students make word cards for the unit’s Basic Words. Put the word cards in the envelope.

How to use: For Unit 31, have each student draw a word card and attach it to the restaurant with the name of the language from which the word comes. For Unit 32, label the four tables around the Greek Islands restaurant *therm, geo, logy, and crat/cracy*. Have students draw a card and attach the word to the table that has its Greek word part. For Unit 33, have students make columns of words with the same roots on the Latin Lunchroom. For Unit 34, have students sort the words by prefixes and attach one group to each restaurant. For Unit 35, have students draw a card and use the word in a sentence related to Restaurant Row. For example, “French Gourmet was formerly known as Henri’s.” Have students cut the sentences into strips and attach them to the appropriate restaurant.